**Installation Instructions**

**Parts Check List:**
- Emitter 2
- Controller 1
- Line Cord/Transformer 1
- Mounting Plates 3
- 12’ Cable 2
- Wiring Clips 6
- Mounting Plate Pins 8
- Spare Velcro™ Pairs 2

**Connect a cable to the left hand connector on each emitter.** Run the cables down behind the work surface and pull them to the area where you plan to mount the controller.

**Place an emitter on either side of the wall in front of you when sitting as you normally do when working. The emitters should be at about ear height and 2 to 3 feet apart.**

Emitter can either be placed facing inward for personal acoustic privacy or outwards to mask the sounds created by others.

**For a Hard Surface:**
- Remove adhesive guards from the Velcro pair on the back of the emitter.
- Place the Emitter (with connectors down) in the desired position on the wall and press.

**For Fabric Covered Walls:**
- Place a mounting plate with rounded edge up on the spot where you wish to hang the emitter.
- Push two mounting pins through the slots in the mounting plate at a steep angle so that the mounting plate lays flat on the wall.
- Remove the Velcro adhesive guard from the Emitter.
- Place the Emitter (with connectors down) on the mounting plate and press.

**Note:**
Sonet is adjusted at the factory for optimum performance in an open workspace, such as a cubicle. If the Sonet system is being installed in a high ceiling office, a single adjustment is required prior to mounting the controller.

With a paper clip, move switch 2 from position A to position B.
Important:
Sonet uses common telephone connectors and cables. Do not attach Sonet components to telephone equipment, damage to the Sonet components or to the telephone equipment may result.

Remember:
The volume setting should be gradually increased until you have achieved a comfortable balance between the Sonet sound level and its masking effects.

3  A Connect the cables from the emitters to a connector ➔ on the side of the controller.
   B Insert the plug from the Line Cord/Transformer into the receptacle on the side of the controller. Plug the transformer into a standard 110v AC wall outlet.

4  Mount the controller so the volume control is easy to reach.

   For a Hard Surface:
   • Remove Velcro adhesive guard from the back of the controller.
   • Place the controller in the desired position.
   • Press to surface.

   For Fabric Covered Walls:
   • Follow step 1 for the mounting plate installation.
   • Remove Velcro adhesive guard from the back of the controller.
   • Place the controller on the mounting plate and press.

5  Wait until you are comfortable with the emitter locations. You may wish to reposition the emitters or the controller after initial installation.

   Use the enclosed cable clips to fasten the wires to the wall and underside of the worksurface. Allow clips to stay in position for about 8 hours before routing cables.

Alternative Wiring Scheme (Daisy Chaining):
Starting A with the left hand ➔ connector of the controller, run a cable to the input ➔ connector on the first emitter. Then continue B by connecting the ➔ output connector to the input ➔ on the second emitter.